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Chapter 531: Jian Ai VS The Four Monsters of the Wang Family 

The next day, Jian Ai trained in the martial arts school as usual. 

Although it had only been a few days, Jian Ai realized that her body’s adaptability seemed to be 

especially strong. Since training two days ago, her legs had been weak, but after today, she felt that her 

body was exceptionally light. Although her calves were still sore and swollen, she did not feel 

uncomfortable. Instead, she felt comfortable. 

After taking a shower, Jian Ai changed into a clean set of clothes and took out her phone from her 

backpack. 

Twelve missed calls! 

Jian Ai was stunned. She quickly opened the call records and found that these missed calls were all from 

her aunt’s landline number! 

After calling twelve times in a row, it was obvious that there was something urgent. Jian Ai didn’t have 

time to think about it and quickly called back. Her expression subconsciously became solemn. 

The call went through quickly, and she could hear Jiachi’s voice. 

“Sister, where are you?” Yao Jiachi’s usual slow voice was replaced with a rare sense of urgency. 

Jian Ai’s heart sank. Although she didn’t know what had happened, she had a premonition that 

something had happened. 

“What’s wrong, Jiachi? What happened?” Jian Ai quickly asked. 

“Sister, come to my house quickly. Grandma and the rest are here!” 

It stunned Jian Ai for a moment. 

How did they find Aunt’s house? 

Without having time to say anything, Jian Ai hung up the phone, picked up her bag, and rushed out of 

the martial arts school. 

Lin Yi had just come out of the shower when he saw Jian Ai’s back. He couldn’t help but quickly chase 

after her. “Jian Ai, where are you going?” 

Jian Ai didn’t stop walking when she heard this. She turned around and looked at Lin Yi. “I have 

something urgent to attend to. Help me tell the others.” 

“My driver will be here soon. Shall I drive you there?” Lin Yi quickly said. 

Jian Ai waved her hand, showing that she couldn’t wait anymore. In the next second, she had already 

left the martial arts school. 

Twenty minutes later, Jian Ai pushed open Wang Yunzhi’s door. 



In the enormous living room, gentle sunlight shone through the floor-to-ceiling windows. Every corner 

was clean. 

In the living room, a few uninvited guests were sitting side by side with gloomy and fierce expressions. 

Old Master Wang, Old Madam Wang, Wang Yunzhong, and Wang Yunfa were all here! 

Jian Ai couldn’t help but sneer in her heart. It seemed that they were here to denounce her? 

She was initially curious about how they found this place, but when Jian Ai saw Wang Zichen sitting 

beside Wang Yunzhong, she understood. 

When they heard the door open, they thought Wang Yunzhi was back. They looked up and saw Jian Ai. 

The old man said calmly, “Xiao Ai is here!” 

The old lady snorted. Jian Ai almost splashed a basin of water on her last time, so she naturally wouldn’t 

give her good looks. 

The others only glanced at Jian Ai indifferently. They still treated her as a child and felt that there was 

nothing to say. 

The living room was enormous, but there were only a few people sitting in it. Wang Yunmei, Wang 

Yunzhi, and Yao Feng were not at home. The door opened, and Yao Jiachi, who had informed Jian Ai, 

walked out. 

Jian Ai looked at the people sitting on the sofa, expressionlessly. Then she walked forward and stood in 

front of them. She asked coldly, “Grandma, Grandpa, Uncles, are you here uninvited to look for my 

mother? Or my aunt?” 

When Wang Yunzhong heard this, he couldn’t help but frown unhappily. He looked at Jian Ai and 

reprimanded, “How can you talk like this to your elders?” 
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Seeing this, not only did Jian Ai not retreat, but she also chuckled. 

She looked up, and a smile couldn’t reach her eyes. She only looked at Wang Yunzhong and said calmly, 

“We’re just talking. Elder Uncle has quite a few rules? Why? Should I kneel and talk to you?” 

This was not the first time Jian Ai had rebuked Wang Yunzhong. Every time he wanted to put on airs as 

an elder, Jian Ai would mercilessly ridicule him, making Wang Yunzhong feel it had completely provoked 

his dignity. 

Moreover, he was provoked by a fifteen-year-old junior like Jian Ai. 

His eyes widened as he stood up from the sofa. “I think you’re asking for a beating!” 

Wang Yunzhong’s tone was fierce, and his expression was even angrier. It was as if he couldn’t help but 

want to attack Jian Ai. 



He already had a bad-tempered face, and now that he was angry, he looked like he was not to be trifled 

with. Not to mention a fifteen-year-old girl. Even if an adult was standing in front of him, she could not 

withstand the fear. 

“Heh.” 

On the other hand, Jian Ai smiled casually. There was disdain in her smile and mockery in her eyes. 

Her thin lips moved, but her tone was low. “Try touching me.” 

These words were like an icy wind that stabbed into his spine. Coupled with the stern and unrestrained 

gaze in Jian Ai’s eyes, it made Wang Yunzhong’s body stiffen, and he instantly forgot to react. 

“Alright!” Old Master Wang said, but he looked at his granddaughter in confusion. 

He had not seen Xiao Ai for a long time, and the change in her attitude made him speechless. Although 

he was shocked, he also felt a trace of displeasure, as if he was unhappy with Jian Ai’s attitude towards 

Wang Yunzhong. 

However, now was not the time to argue. The old man looked at Wang Yunzhong and said, “Yunzhong, 

sit down first. Why are you arguing with a child?” 

Then, he turned to Jian Ai and ordered in an unquestionable tone, “Xiao Ai, call your mother and ask her 

to come back!” 

Jian Ai was unmoved and only looked at Old Madam Wang playfully. 

The old lady felt inexplicably weak under Jian Ai’s gaze. However, she didn’t come here alone today. Her 

two sons and the old man were around. What could a girl like her cause? 

With this thought in mind, the old lady straightened her back and glared at Jian Ai. “Didn’t you hear 

what your grandfather said to you? Why are you looking at me?” 

Jian Ai smiled and sneered again. She didn’t show any fear towards the four elders. She looked straight 

at the old lady and said, “Grandma, didn’t I say that if anyone dares to cause trouble for my mother, 

don’t blame me for being impolite?” 

“Why? Did you think my words are nonsense because I’m young?” 

At this moment, Jian Ai’s tone seemed calm, but it carried an inexplicable chill. An invisible aura 

gradually spread out from her body, making people have no choice but to look at her. 

The men’s expressions were surprisingly consistent at this moment. They had stony expressions and 

frowned, but they could not hide the surprise in their eyes. 

Jian Ai’s appearance overturned their impressions of her. 

Fierce, aggressive, condescending, and arrogant were the images Jian Ai presented to them. 

To them, Jian Ai was like a stranger at this moment. It was abnormal and oppressive. 



“Little brat, how dare you talk to your grandmother like that?” Wang Yunzhong regained his senses. The 

anger in his heart rushed to his head. He pointed at Jian Ai and warned her angrily, “Don’t think that I 

won’t dare beat you up!” 
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However, Jian Ai completely ignored Wang Yunzhong’s anger. 

The entire Wang family was on the move for the two courtyards in South City. Now, with the addition of 

her aunt’s house, Jian Ai knew the other party’s goal. 

However, she could not be bothered to repeat what she had said. Want a yard? No way. 

Not to mention these people, even if ten Old Master Wang and ten Wang Yunzhong came over, she 

wouldn’t care. 

At this moment, the door at home opened again. 

Jian Ai instinctively turned around. When she saw who had entered, she couldn’t help but frown and 

look at Jiachi. 

Yao Jiachi blinked innocently, but Jian Ai knew that the more he looked like this, the more it meant that 

he was the one who did this. 

It was none other than Wang Yunmei and Wang Yunzhi. Behind them was Jiang Chunfen. 

After over ten calls to Jian Ai, Jiachi called Wang Yunzhi. 

“Dad, Mom.” 

As soon as she entered the house, Wang Yunzhi called out to them. Wang Yunmei walked to Jian Ai’s 

side and said nothing. 

When Old Madam Wang saw Wang Yunzhi, she couldn’t help but snort. Her tone was bitter as she 

looked at her sideways. “You still know that I’m your mother? Why are you hiding such a thing from us? 

Are you afraid that your father and I will snatch your money?” 

Wang Yunzhi’s expression did not look good. After all, she had indeed lied to the two elders of the Wang 

family. Now that she had been exposed, no matter how good of a reason she had, she could not help 

but feel guilty. 

How could Jian Ai see her aunt suffer? She immediately said coldly, “This has nothing to do with my 

aunt. I gave my aunt the house, and I didn’t let her tell you!” 

Jian Ai’s sudden confession shocked everyone. 

“Xiao Ai…” 

Wang Yunzhi was a little anxious. Why did Xiao Ai say everything? If they knew Xiao Ai’s current financial 

strength, wouldn’t they pounce on her and drink her blood? 

Jian Ai waved her hand indifferently, telling Wang Yunzhi not to worry. 



Because the other party would not believe her words immediately. 

As expected, Wang Yunfa sneered as if he had heard a joke. He looked at Wang Yunzhi and said, “Second 

Sister, even if you have selfish motives, you don’t have to let Xiao Ai be your shield, right? You even 

made up such nonsense to fool Dad and Mom? Do you think we’re all three-year-olds?” 

Wang Yunzhi was about to say something when Jian Ai beat her to it. “You can ask around if I’m lying!” 

As she spoke, Jian Ai smiled and looked at them proudly. “Since things have come to this, I don’t think I 

need to hide it from you.” 

Under the suspicious and unhappy gazes of the four members of the Wang family, Jian Ai said bluntly, 

“I’m especially rich now. Not only did I give my aunt this house, which has a market value of nearly one 

million yuan, but I also helped her buy the courtyard she rented in South City. In other words, my family 

and my aunt’s family will have demolition fees. My uncles have nothing!” 

“My aunt was recently laid off, but I arranged for her to get a new job. My uncle’s previous job was too 

dangerous and tiring. I also arranged his job! My aunt got a divorce. Coincidentally, I arranged her job as 

well!” 

“Two companies, a bar, and a club. They’re all mine!” 
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As she spoke, Jian Ai looked at Wang Yunzhong and smiled lightly. “There are ten digits in my bank 

account, so I am considered one of the top noble families in Baiyun City. At least, in my eyes, Uncle’s 

company is just a small workshop. It’s not worth mentioning.” 

“So…” Jian Ai sneered and said, “Don’t think about using Uncle to pressure me. With me here, no one in 

the Wang family can do anything.” 

Jian Ai put everything on the table, hiding nothing. 

This was what she wanted. She wanted these people to be jealous and envious. They would not like her, 

but wouldn’t be able to kill her! 

Jian Ai’s tone and expression did not seem like she was lying, especially when the entire family was 

already present. If this was a lie, there was no way to hide it. It would be exposed on the spot. 

The first person to believe Jian Ai’s words was Wang Yunzhong. He didn’t know why he believed this 

when it sounded like a fantasy story, but he couldn’t help but feel that Jian Ai was telling the truth. 

After Jiang Chunfen got a divorce, she went to a company and became a financial manager. Wang 

Yunzhong knew this. Jiang Chunfen was so close to Wang Yunmei after the divorce that she even 

brought their children to celebrate Jian Ai’s birthday, and hearing that confused him. 

Coupled with Jian Ai’s words, everything seemed to make sense. 

There was also Wang Yunzhi’s house, which was located around Haicheng District’s Yizhong. It could be 

said that every inch of land was worth gold. It was a luxurious house worth a million yuan. If not for 

someone’s help, how could Wang Yunzhi afford it? 



Right at that moment, all questions that Wang Yunzhong had in his heart now had an answer. However, 

Wang Yunzhong never expected that this answer would be Jian Ai! 

However, other than Wang Yunzhong, the two elders of the Wang family and Wang Yunfa couldn’t 

believe it immediately. 

“Heh.” Wang Yunfa laughed on the spot. “I didn’t realize before that my niece was so good at lying.” 

As he spoke, Wang Yunfa glanced at Jian Ai with disdain and said disdainfully, “A brat like you can earn 

so much money?” 

When Jian Ai heard this, she immediately returned Wang Yunfa’s gaze with even more disdain. She 

retorted in an even more disdainful tone, “Since I can easily earn a million yuan of demolition fees from 

Uncle, I naturally have the ability to earn more money from others!” 

Jian Ai emphasized the word ‘easily.’ 

Wang Yunfa: “…” 

He was defeated and flushed red in the face, but he didn’t know how to retaliate. 

“Yunmei, Yunzhi, is Xiao Ai telling the truth?” 

At this moment, Old Master Wang looked at his two daughters and asked. Although he was shocked, he 

still had to confirm the last step. 

He knew his two daughters, especially Wang Yunzhi. She was not good at lying. If she was lying, he could 

tell at a glance. 

Wang Yunzhi and Wang Yunmei looked at each other. Now that Jian Ai had already said everything, 

there was no point in them hiding it anymore. 

Moreover, the two of them believed in Jian Ai. She had the ability to handle the situation in front of her. 

Wang Yunzhi nodded and took a deep breath. “It’s true. I’m in the financial department of Xiao Ai’s real 

estate company now. Sister-in-law is the manager of an entertainment company while Yao Feng is the 

manager of Jian Ai’s bar. Xiao Ai gave us this house. We didn’t spend a single cent.” 

As if afraid that the old man wouldn’t believe her, Wang Yunzhi explained and confirmed one thing after 

another. 
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With Wang Yunzhi’s explanation, the two elders of the Wang family gradually felt their hearts rise. 

A real estate company, an entertainment company, a bar… 

This… How much did this cost? 

When Wang Yunfa heard this, he was tempted. He shouted, “Sister, your family is already so rich. Do 

you still lack the one million yuan of demolition fees? Quickly, return the house to me!” 



Jian Ai immediately said coldly, “My family doesn’t lack the one million yuan of demolition fees. My 

family doesn’t even lack ten million yuan. Should I give you ten million yuan, then?” 

“Xiao Ai!” Old Master Wang suddenly scolded, but when he thought of Jian Ai’s current identity and 

status, his tone softened. “We’re here to solve the problem today. Don’t be sarcastic.” 

“Problem?” 

Jian Ai revealed an indifferent expression. “I don’t think there’s any problem with this. If you think 

there’s a problem, you can go to the police and sue me in court. If the law thinks there’s a problem with 

us, not to mention two courtyards, I’ll buy ten more courtyards for you!” 

Old Master Wang: “…” 

When did this girl become so overbearing and sharp-tongued? 

Old Master Wang’s expression was ugly, and he looked at Jian Ai as if he knew her for the first time 

today. 

“I didn’t know about this.” Wang Yunzhong, who had been silently digesting everything at the side, 

finally regained his senses. At this moment, he suddenly raised his eyes. He didn’t look at Jian Ai, but at 

Wang Yunmei. “Xiao Mei, I didn’t know about this. If I had known, I wouldn’t have agreed.” 

“No matter what, I was a victim kept in the dark. You have to return the yard to me. I can buy it back at 

the original price and pretend that this never happened. Although you didn’t earn money, it’s not a loss, 

right?” 

Wang Yunzhong wanted to find a breakthrough in Wang Yunmei because they were biological siblings, 

after all. He knew that Wang Yunmei was soft-hearted. 

However, Wang Yunmei didn’t give him any response. She only lowered her head coldly and didn’t say a 

word. 

Her daughter had already instructed her more than once that if she did not know what to do, she should 

say nothing. Her daughter was here for everything. 

She could not soften her heart and drag her daughter down at such a time. She crazily hinted to herself 

in her heart: ‘I can’t hear him. I’m transparent.’ 

As expected, in the next second, Jian Ai’s voice sounded again. “Uncle, don’t you have a brain? To think 

that you’re a businessman. How can you say that my family didn’t make a loss? I’ll return the one million 

yuan I received to you for nothing. How is this not a loss? Moreover, go and look for whoever cheated 

you! What does this have to do with my family?” 

“Your family didn’t cheat your uncle, but you cheated me!” Wang Yunfa interrupted angrily. 

Jian Ai retorted, “Cheated you? Two hundred thousand yuan to buy your two courtyards. I wonder who 

was so happy that they sent the deeds the next morning. Weren’t you the one?” 



At this moment, the old lady thought for a long time before saying, “It’s fine if you don’t return the yard 

to your two uncles. After the demolition, buy a new house for us with the demolition fee. Otherwise, we 

won’t have anywhere to stay!” 

“Oh, Grandma, where’s your face?” Jian Ai couldn’t help but laugh. “Did you forget to bring it when you 

went out?” 

“Both courtyards belong to my family. The demolition fee is more than a million yuan. You and Grandpa 

can buy a house, but if my family forks out a million yuan, will the other children also fork out the same 

amount of money? It’ll be a house worth five to six million yuan. Why? Are you going to live in a palace 

with Grandpa? Aren’t you afraid that your memory won’t be good when you’re older and you’ll get lost 

in your own home?” 
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Jian Ai had a glib tongue and did not curse at all. However, every word she said hit their hearts. 

When she dealt with the four people from the Wang family alone, her reaction was so fast that it made 

people dumbfounded. No matter what the other party said, she could quickly rebut and not show any 

mercy. 

Their expressions were ugly. Old Master Wang and Wang Yunfa’s faces were ashen, and Old Madam 

Wang and Wang Yunzhong’s faces were red. 

They weren’t reasonable to begin with. In fact, they also knew in their hearts that they were just relying 

on their status as parents and brothers to use their family ties to kidnap Wang Yunmei. 

However, Jian Ai no longer had any kinship with the Wang family. Wang Yunmei was not a fool. After all 

the bad things that had happened, she was the one who suffered. Even if the two elders of the Wang 

family were biased, they shouldn’t be this biased. She was already bitterly disappointed in them. 

No matter if it was Jian Ai or Wang Yunmei, they could not lower their heads in this matter. 

They did not lack money, but they had to work hard to make a living. They had to let the Wang family 

know that no one could bully them in the future. 

The atmosphere turned cold. The four people on the sofa calculated in their hearts, but Jian Ai looked 

calm and relaxed as she casually sized up these people. 

After a while, Wang Yunzhong slowly said, but his voice no longer had the imposing manner from 

before, as if he planned to confirm it one last time. “In short, you don’t plan on returning the courtyards, 

right?” 

This time, Wang Yunzhong didn’t look at Wang Yunmei but at Jian Ai. He finally understood that the 

mastermind of the entire matter was Jian Ai. 

When Jian Ai heard this, she had a faint smile on her face. She looked at Wang Yunzhong and slowly 

said, “We did not borrow those courtyards in the first place. Why should I return them?” 



Wang Yunzhong nodded. He had already thought about it in his heart just now and would treat this 

matter as if it had never happened. He would treat it as if Wang Yunfa sold his courtyard to someone 

else. With this thought in mind, it was easier to accept. 

The main reason the Wang family refused to let go of the yards was not because Wang Yunfa felt he had 

been cheated, but because they had sold them to Wang Yunmei and not anyone else. 

Because they had sold them to Wang Yunmei, they instinctively thought that there was a possibility of 

them getting the yards back. 

If they sold them to others, would they dare to ask for them back? 

Most importantly, Wang Yunzhong was a smooth and snobbish person, especially after having been in 

the business world for so many years. In the past, he didn’t like his two sisters, and it was because of his 

parents’ influence since he was young. The other reason was even more straightforward. It was because 

they were poor. 

Most rich people were like this, especially rich people like Wang Yunzhong, who loved money as much 

as his life. He was most afraid that his poor relatives would touch him. 

However, it was different now. Wang Yunmei had become the richest person in the Wang family. Even 

Wang Yunzhi and Yao Feng had decent jobs. This time, Wang Yunzhong had to weigh it in his heart. 

First, he could not get his courtyard back. 

Second, he had to see the situation clearly. It would not do him any good to offend Jian Ai now. 

Third, Wang Yunzhong thought about the long term. If he could get closer to Wang Yunmei in the future, 

would his renovation company benefit from her? 

After all, a renovation company and a real estate company were a perfect match. 

As the saying goes, good things shouldn’t go to outsiders.. Instead of giving the project to others, why 

not give it to him, her brother? 
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After indulging in wishful thinking, Wang Yunzhong’s expression softened. 

He slowly stood up and sighed softly. He picked up his attitude of an elder brother again and said, 

“We’re all family. Why did things have to end up like this? Dad, Mom, you’re also fooling around. Since 

we have sold the yards, there’s no reason to take them back.” 

“Brother, what do you mean?” Wang Yunfa still hoped that Wang Yunzhong would help him ask for the 

yard. When he heard Wang Yunzhong’s words, he immediately panicked. 

Wang Yunzhong glared at Wang Yunfa unhappily. “What do I mean? It means this is the end!” 

Wang Yunzhong said coldly, “You sold the two courtyards for two hundred thousand yuan, so you’re not 

at a disadvantage! Since we have already sold the houses, whether they get demolished in the future 

has nothing to do with you. Don’t you understand this logic?” 



“But…” Wang Yunfa opened his mouth and was so anxious that his face and neck turned red. However, 

he couldn’t come up with anything after a long time. 

Wang Yunzhong couldn’t be bothered to look at him. He turned to the two elders of the Wang family. 

“Dad, Mom, you’re spoiling Yunfa too much. Isn’t this nonsense?” 

Old Madam Wang was about to say something, but Old Master Wang pulled her arm. The old lady was 

stunned, and she saw him give her a look that made her swallow her words. 

The old man said, “Alright, this matter has caused a foul atmosphere in the family. Your mother and I are 

old, and we can’t do anything anymore! Listen to Yunzhong. Let’s leave this matter at that. Don’t 

mention it again in the future!” 

“No, I disagree!” Wang Yunfa was being shameless again. He didn’t want to give up on those two 

courtyards, but he couldn’t be reasonable. 

Wang Yunzhong frowned and scolded coldly, “If you disagree, go to the police. There are many things 

you disagree with. You’re just too spoiled!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Wang Yunzhong ignored Wang Yunfa and looked at Wang Yunmei 

instead. “Xiao Mei, Elder Brother only found out about this last night. I didn’t understand the situation 

before coming. I’ve caused trouble for you, haven’t I?!” 

Sighing, Wang Yunzhong continued to say to Wang Yunmei in a reproachful tone, “You too. Why didn’t 

you tell Elder Brother about this? If I had known, would I have allowed you and Yunfa to cause such a 

scene?” 

Wang Yunmei raised her eyes to look at Wang Yunzhong, whose attitude had changed drastically. In half 

her lifetime, she had never seen her brother speak to her in such a soft tone. 

What the hell was this? 

Wang Yunzhong, on the other hand, was still immersed in the image of a good elder brother he had 

created. He continued to remind Wang Yunmei, “If you have anything in the future, remember to tell 

Elder Brother. With me around, would I let you suffer?” 

Wang Yunmei’s reaction was half a beat slower, and she nodded for some reason. 

When Wang Yunzhong saw this, he immediately felt relieved. In the end, he said, “Alright, I still have 

something on in my company, so I’ll take my leave first.” 

He picked up his handbag from the coffee table and walked towards the door. However, when he 

passed Jian Ai, he couldn’t help but stop. 

“Xiao Ai, if you have time, come to Uncle’s house to play,” Wang Yunzhong said. 

Jian Ai was confused. 

Wang Zichen stood up and followed him. “Dad, I’m going home too.” 



When Wang Yunzhong heard this, he turned to look at Jiang Chunfen. He thought for a moment and 

said, “You haven’t been to your mother’s place during the holidays. Stay at your mother’s home for a 

few days today.” 

Wang Zichen stopped in his tracks and nodded. “Oh.” 

After saying this, Wang Yunzhong ignored the colorful expressions on everyone’s faces and left satisfied. 
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“What’s wrong with Brother?” 

The sound of the door closing brought Wang Yunzhi’s thoughts back. She couldn’t help but look at Wang 

Yunmei in surprise and whisper. 

Wang Yunmei had just regained her senses. Just like Wang Yunzhi, she couldn’t accept Wang Yunzhong’s 

sudden ‘gentle’ character profile. She shook her head. “I don’t know!” 

The old lady and Wang Yunfa were the same. The two of them looked at each other and thought to 

themselves, ‘Was Wang Yunzhong possessed? When did he treat his two sisters so nicely?’ 

In the entire house, only three of them could see things the most clearly. 

Jian Ai, Old Master Wang, and Jiang Chunfen. 

Jian Ai didn’t need to think. Something was wrong. She could hear Wang Yunzhong’s plan. 

Needless to say, Old Master Wang and Jiang Chunfen knew Wang Yunzhong the best in the world. 

Others couldn’t tell what he was scheming about, but they could. 

This was also why Old Master Wang followed Wang Yunzhong just now. 

“Alright, let’s go too!” 

Old Master Wang stood up and helped the old lady up. Old Madam Wang wanted to say something, but 

in the end, she didn’t. 

Since the old man and her elder son had already expressed their stand, there was no point in her making 

a scene alone. 

Before leaving, the old man seemed to have something to say to his two daughters, but he opened his 

mouth and sighed in the end. 

After leaving the neighborhood, Old Madam Wang finally couldn’t hold it in anymore. She pulled the old 

man’s arm and asked unhappily, “You’re letting Yunmei off so easily? What’s wrong with you? Didn’t I 

ask you to help teach them a lesson?” 

Hearing this, Old Master Wang glanced at the old lady impatiently. “Ignorant woman!” 

The old lady was stunned for a moment. When she regained her senses, she was angry. “Yes, I’m 

ignorant. You’re capable! If you’re capable, why didn’t you help your sons get the houses back?” 



Seeing that the old lady didn’t know what had happened, the old man sighed impatiently and asked, 

“Why didn’t you ask Yunzhong why he suddenly had a change in attitude?” 

The old lady froze and couldn’t help but mutter, “That’s right. What’s wrong with Yunzhong? Didn’t we 

agree on this?!” 

The old man looked at her as if she was an idiot and shook his head. He had no choice but to patiently 

explain, “Can’t you tell? Yunzhong is trying to be friendly to Yunmei!” 

“Trying to be friendly?” The old lady was amused when she heard that. “What’s there to be friendly 

towards Yunmei? It’s been so many years. When did Yunzhong take a liking to Yunmei?” 

The old man said, “Times change. Can’t you see what’s going on with Yunmei’s family now? Yunzhong 

must know better than we do. In the future, Yunzhong’s company might need Xiao Ai’s help. If things go 

south now, will Yunmei help him in the future?” 

Hearing Old Master Wang’s words, the old lady finally came back to her senses. “You’re saying that 

Yunmei will take care of Yunzhong’s company in the future, so we can’t offend her now?” 

The old man nodded. Although the old lady’s words were a little lost in meaning, they made sense. 

“Is Xiao Ai’s company that amazing? Yunzhong’s company has been open for over ten years!” the old 

lady said in shock. 

When the old man heard this, he sneered. “I said you’re uncultured, but you really know nothing! What 

does a formidable company have to do with how long it has been run? Xiao Ai has a real estate 

company, and Yunzhong has a renovation company. Which one is better?” 

Chapter 539: Hitting on the Real Estate Company 

The old lady thought for a moment and slowly nodded. “Building houses does seem to be more 

formidable!” 

The old man sighed again. “I don’t know how Xiao Ai did it. Last year, during the New Year, she was still 

a girl who didn’t even dare to speak loudly. How did she become like this after only half a year?” 

The change in her temper was shocking enough, but she even secretly started a company. 

The old man could not figure it out at all. 

When the old lady thought of Jian Ai, she felt inexplicably disgusted. Compared to the old man who had 

not seen Jian Ai for half a year, the old lady had already experienced Jian Ai’s prowess a few times. The 

last time, Jian Ai even splashed water on her ruthlessly. She was simply a black-hearted person. 

“This girl lacks discipline!” The old lady snorted coldly, and her shrewd eyes revealed a fierce glint. “Look 

at her words and attitude just now. How does she treat us as elders?” 

The old man nodded in agreement. “She doesn’t have a good upbringing.” 

The two of them talked as they walked towards the bus stop not far away. 

At this moment, at Wang Yunzhi’s house, a few people were sitting on the sofa and talking. 



“Zichen, did you bring your grandparents here?” 

After the two elders left, Jiang Chunfen asked Wang Zichen with a cold expression. 

Wang Zichen had been listening from the side the entire time. He didn’t understand what was going on. 

Anyway, the two sides were fighting. 

When he thought of this, he shrunk his neck in fear. “I… I didn’t mean to say it.” 

Seeing this, Jiang Chunfen couldn’t help but sigh. However, she didn’t scold Wang Zichen. Instead, she 

said to Wang Yunmei, “Xiao Mei, you can blame me for this. I should have instructed Zichen, but I forgot 

after your brother came to pick him up that night.” 

“It’s fine, Sister-in-law.” Wang Yunmei smiled indifferently. “I don’t blame you or the children for this. 

Besides, we have to face it sooner or later. It’s settled today, so I don’t have to hide from them every 

day.” 

Seeing that Wang Yunmei wasn’t angry, Jiang Chunfen nodded in relief. 

At this moment, Wang Yunzhi said, “Today’s matter came and went quickly. Brother surprised me a 

little. Just thinking about his attitude today makes me panic.” 

The most important person in resolving this matter today was not Jian Ai, but Wang Yunzhong. 

In the end, if he didn’t take the initiative to end this matter, even Jian Ai would have to spend more time 

talking. 

In the hearts of Old Master Wang and Old Madam Wang, Wang Yunzhong’s weight was self-evident. 

“Your brother is after the real estate company!” Jiang Chunfen saw through Wang Yunzhong’s 

intentions. 

Wang Yunmei felt that something was wrong just now. Now that Jiang Chunfen spoke, she instantly 

reacted. 

Wang Yunzhi, on the other hand, was shocked. “Sister-in-law, what do you mean? My brother… is 

thinking about the real estate company?” 

When Jiang Chunfen heard this, she couldn’t help but chuckle and shake her head. “That’s not what I 

mean. He thought he could use his relationship with Yunmei to take over some real estate company 

projects in the future. Don’t you know what your brother does?” 

These words were already direct enough. Only then did Wang Yunzhi widen her eyes in realization. “I 

was wondering why his attitude towards my sister suddenly became so good. So he was waiting for 

this!” 

Jiang Chunfen snorted in disdain. “Your brother is such a person. No one or nothing is worth mentioning 

in front of benefits.” 

“He’s adaptable.” Jian Ai’s voice drifted in. “I admire him.” 

Chapter 540: Overconfidence Will Kill Him 



Jian Ai sounded impressed, but the sarcasm was obvious. 

Wang Yunzhong was a greedy person, so how could Jian Ai admire him? 

Hearing the sarcasm in Jian Ai’s words, Jiang Chunfen couldn’t help but say seriously, “I know him very 

well. Now that he knows about your company, he’ll inevitably bother you in the future.” 

When Jian Ai heard this, she raised her lips disapprovingly and said in a mocking tone, “Aunt, it’s not 

that I look down on Uncle’s company, but it’s the truth. His company only helps individuals with 

renovations. If he really wants to collaborate with a real estate company, he’s far from qualified.” 

Nowadays, renovations were basically carried out for residential developments. Customers could buy 

renovated ones directly to avoid the trouble of renovation. 

There were at least a hundred or even a thousand exquisite houses in a residential area. The renovation 

companies that real estate companies collaborated with were all big companies with a market value of 

over a hundred million yuan. 

With Wang Yunzhong’s small workshop, which had a market value of one million yuan, it was impossible 

for him to collaborate with a real estate company. 

“Of course, he will naturally think of all these things,” Jiang Chunfen reminded her. “But your uncle likes 

to take advantage of benefits. If he can’t take over a big project, he’ll think of other benefits.” 

Jian Ai nodded and smiled at Jiang Chunfen. “Aunt, don’t worry. I know what to do.” 

At this point, the demolition matter was finally over. 

Jian Ai’s original intention was not to earn that demolition fee, but to teach the Wang family a lesson 

and let them understand that not everyone could bully them. 

This was just a small lesson. If the Wang family doesn’t change in the future, Jian Ai would have other 

ways to teach them a lesson. 

… 

As soon as Li Xia got off work that night, she ran home full of anticipation. 

She opened the door excitedly, and the pungent smoke in the house instantly swallowed her. 

“Cough, cough!” 

Li Xia choked and coughed twice. She waved her hand in front of her and realized that Wang Yunfa was 

sitting on the sofa with a frown. The ashtray on the coffee table was filled with cigarette butts. 

“Didn’t I tell you not to smoke in the house?” 

As Li Xia spoke, she had already taken off her shoes and walked to the sofa. When she saw Wang Yunfa’s 

expression, her heart sank. 

“What’s wrong? Didn’t succeed?” Li Xia frowned and asked. 

Wang Yunfa looked up at her and shook his head. 



Seeing this, Li Xia couldn’t help but take a deep breath. “Why? Didn’t Brother go along?” 

It was fine if she didn’t mention his brother, but when she did, Wang Yunfa suddenly exploded. 

He suddenly raised his voice and roared with anger, “Don’t mention him to me! All of you only know 

how to count on Brother!” 

The roar stunned Li Xia on the spot. However, Li Xia did not understand what Wang Yunfa said. 

What was going on? Did Brother offend him? 

Without waiting for Li Xia to say anything, Wang Yunfa reached out to light another cigarette and said, 

“In short, there’s no chance for us to do anything about the house. Brother won’t help, and Mom and 

Dad won’t care either. This is a done deal. Let’s not think about it anymore in the future.” 

When Li Xia heard this, she immediately widened her eyes. “What? The four of you from the Wang 

family were mobilized together, but was this the only result?” 

“Otherwise, what else do you want?” Wang Yunfa glared at Li Xia. He had no place to vent the evil fire in 

his stomach. He immediately shouted at Li Xia, “It’s all because your family wanted this and that when 

we got married. Otherwise, this yard would still be mine!” 


